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Abstract 
Chigogidze, A., UV”-equivalence and n-equivalence, Topology and its Applications 45 (1992) 
283-291. 
We construct a UV”-map ofthe (n + I)-dimensional universal Menger compactum onto the Hilbert 
cube which has some special properties. Using this we give two characterizations of UV”-equivalent 
and (n + I)-equivalent compacta. 
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The paper is devoted to some relations between two important notions which are 
indicated in the title. Let us recall that the notion of UV”-equivalence was introduced 
by Ferry [lo] as a finite-dimensional analogue of the well-known concept of CE- 
equivalence. The second one also was defined by Ferry [II] as a generalization of 
Whitehead’s notion of n-type for finite CW-complexes. These two notions are closely 
related and even coincide in some important cases [ll]. Let us consider also the 
notion of n-shape which was introduced in [3]. This notion played the central role 
in the author’s complement theorem for universal Menger compacta [3]. Moreover, 
it has become useful in the solution of the following problem of Ferry (see [8; 13, 
Problem SC 16): are shape equivalent LC”-compacta also UV”-equivalent? In [5] 
(see also [7]) an affirmative solution of a more general problem was given: LC”- 
compacta of the same n-shape are UV”-equivalent. This result and also some other 
facts (for example, the class of UV”-compacta coincides with the class of compacta 
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of trivial n-shape; UV”-maps with at most (n + I)-dimensional images are hereditary 
n-shape equivalences [7], etc.) have emphasized the close relationships of all 
discussed concepts. To see that this is so let us recall the corresponding definitions 
for finite polyhedra. Two finite polyhedra IPI and (Ll have the same (n + 1)-type 
(i.e., they are (n+ 1)-equivalent) if there are maps f: IP”‘+“]+ IL(“+‘)l and 
g: p”+l)l+ (p(n+l)l such that f glL’“’ and g.flP’“’ are homotopic to the respective 
inclusions. We shall obtain the definition of equality of n-shapes of lP( and (L( if 
we require that the maps f and g in the above definition are defined on the whole 
polyhedra IPI and 1~1. Consequently these two notions even coincide in the class 
of at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedra. Moreover it follows from [4, 1 l] 
that compacta with the same n-shape are always (n + l)-equivalent and that for at 
most (n + 1)-dimensional compacta the converse is also true. 
After this short introduction let us consider directly the main problem which we 
want to study below. Suppose that X and Y are compacta embedded in the Hilbert 
cube Q as Z-sets. Is it possible to describe the property of being UV”-equivalent 
(or n-equivalent) in terms of complements Q-X and Q- Y? Such possibility is 
especially important in the case when X or Y have no nice local structures while 
their complements are always Q-manifolds. How can we obtain results of such 
kind? The simple scheme we shall use here is the following. We fix a “good” 
UV”-map f: &I"+ + Q of the (n + I)-dimensional universal Menger compactum 
M nt’ onto Q and consider inverse images f-‘(X) and f-‘(Y). If these inverse 
images are Z-sets in M”+’ and their n-shapes coincide, then using the author’s 
complement theorem we can conclude that the complements M”+’ -f-‘(X) and 
M n+’ -f -'( Y) are homeomorphic. Consequently the complements Q - X and Q - Y 
will be properly UV”-equivalent (as proper UV”-images of the space M”+‘- 
f-‘(X) = M”+’ -f -'( Y)). Evidently the main ingredient of the above program is 
an existence of a UV”-map M”+’ + Q with the property that inverse images of Z-sets 
are again Z-sets. There are some constructions of such maps (see, for example, 
[l, 91) but none of them, as we know, has the above Z-set preservation property 
[7, Problem 21. Thus the first we must do is construct such a map. 
1. The resolution theorem 
We start with some definitions. Let us recall that a map f: X + Y between separable 
completely metrizable spaces is said to be n-soft [2] if for any separable completely 
metrizable space 2 of dimension at most n, any closed subspace Z, of it, and any 
twomapsg:Z,-,Xandh:Z-,Ysuchthat~g=h(Z,,thereexistsamapk:Z~X 
such that y k = h and k 12, = g. If in this definition the equality 2, = 0 is required, 
then we obtain a definition of n-invertible map. A closed subset Z of a space X is 
said to be a Z,,-set if the set {f~ C(I”, X): Im(f) n Z = 0) is dense in the space 
C(I”, X) endowed with the compact-open topology. Countable unions of Z,,-sets 
are said to be uZ,,-sets. It is well known that if Z is a Z,,-set in an LC”-‘-space X, 
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then for an arbitrary compacturn Y of dimension in, the set {f~ C( Y, X): f( Y) n 
Z = g} is dense in C( Y, X). Moreover, if dim X G n, Z is a Z-set in X. Let us recall 
also the following well-known fact which will be needed in the verification of 
condition (iv) of Lemma 1.2: An F,,-subset Z of an ANR-compacturn X is a aZ-set 
in some open subspace U of X iff Z is a aZ-set in X. The following lemma was 
proved in [12]. 
Lemma 1.1. If f: X + Y is an n-soft map, then the inverse image of each Z,-set in Y 
is a Z,-set in X. 
The following proposition plays the central role in our construction. 
Lemma 1.2. For each n 2 0 and each finite simplicial complex K there exist a finite 
simplicial complex B$ and simphcial maps f”K : IBkI+ IKI and gk : IE?iI+= lK(“+‘)I 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) f”K is an (n + 1)-invertible UV”-map; 
(ii) ifa is a simplex of K, then g”,((f”,))‘(lal)) c I&“+‘)\; 
(iii) fnKl(fnK)-‘(IK (n+‘)() = g;((fnK)-‘((K(“+‘)(); 
(iv) there exists a subspace A k of IB”, I such that the restriction f”K I A: : A: + I K I 
is an (n + I)-soft map and the complement IB~I - A$ is a uZ-set in IB~I; 
(v) if Z is a Z,,, -set in IKI, then (fnK)-‘(Z) is a Z,,+,-set in IIS;\. 
Proof. The lemma was proved in fact in [6]. So below we only recall the correspond- 
ing construction and indicate why conditions (iv) and (v) are satisfied (verification 
of the conditions (i)-(iii) was given in [6] and we do not repeat it here). 
For each simplex u denote its first and second barycentric subdivisions by pa 
and /3*u respectively. AI, denotes the closed star of the barycenter v, of u in the 
triangulation p2u: M, = St( v,,, /?“a). We put N, = Int(M,,). Finally let r,, : (Ial - 
{v,}) + laul denote the canonical deformation retraction. 
Let us consider an arbitrary simplex u and define two compact-valued retractions 
cp:, (CI::~+(u”‘+“~. D e fi ‘t’ m tons will be given step by step on (n + I+ i)-dimensional 
skeleta of u. 
If x E luCn+‘)l, then we put q:(x) =x = $X(x). 
If r is an (n +2)-dimensional face of u, then we put 
CPXX) = 
Id if XE NT, 
r,(x), if x E ITI- N, 
and 
If 7 is an (n +3)-dimensional face of u, then 
P:(x) = 
I 
I(&-)(“+‘)I, if XE NT, 
cp::(r7(x)), if x E (r(-- N, 
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and 
I(dT)(n+‘)( 
Kxx) = {$%(rJx)): if XE M,, if x E 17) -M,. 
Continuing this process we obtain desired retractions of IV] onto /a’“+“l. Finally if 
K is an arbitrary finite simplicial complex, then the retractions (p$, I): : 1 KI + IK(“+‘)l 
are defined as the unions of (PC and $a, (T E K. 
Now denote by BL the standard triangulation (induced by K) of the polyhedron 
{(x, y) E [KI x (KC”+” I: q!rk(x)3y}. We put also fnK=n,(IBLI and g$ =r&Bk(, 
where ~,:[KIxIK(“+‘) I+ IKl and z-*: IKI x IK(“+‘)/+ IK(“+‘)~ denote the natural 
projections. 
As it was observed BL, j$ and gk satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of the lemma. 
Let us verify condition (iv). First of all consider the subspace A; = 
{(x,y)cIKlx tK (“+‘)I: q;(x) sy> of lBL/ and note that the complement IB:/-A; 
is an F,-subset of \B>\. It was shown in [6] that the restriction f”K \A: is an 
(n + l)-soft map. Let us show that the complement IB:J - A; is a FZ-set in IB~I. 
Clearly it is sufficient to show that the last fact is true for the (n +2)-dimensional 
simplex (T. It follows from the construction that ]Bal -AZ = aM, x Iv(~+‘)~ - T where 
T = {(x, y) E )fl) x \a’“+” 1: P:(X) =y}. Since c?M, is a Z-set in M, we can conclude 
that aM, x Io(“+‘)l is a Z-set in M,, x la’“+“l. Consequently IB~I - A: is a gZ-set in 
M,, x loCn+‘) /. Consider now an open subspace U = IB~I - T of the polyhedron IBEI. 
Evidently I Btl - Aa G U c MC, x la’“+“l. By the property of CZ-sets mentioned in 
the beginning of this section, the complement ) BEI -A” is a aZ-set in U. Finally, 
by the same property, we can conclude that I BaJ -A” is a aZ-set in I B%I. 
The last condition is an easy consequence of condition (iv). Indeed, let Z be a 
Z,+,-set in IKI. Then, by (iv) and Lemma 1.1, the set C, ={h~ C(l”+‘, AL): 
Im(h) n ((fnK)-‘(Z) n AL) =(d} is a dense G,-subset of Cl= C(l”+‘, AZ). At the 
same time, by (iv), the set C, = {h E C(Zn+‘, lB”,l): Im(h) s A;} is a dense G8-subset 
of C(Zn+‘, IB”KI). Th e B aire category argument finishes the proof. 0 
Now let us recall that if a map f: X + Y is given, then a closed subset Z of X 
is said to be a_fiberedZ,,-set (with respect tof) if each map g : I” + X is approximable 
by maps h : I” + X with f h =f g and Im(h) n Z = 0. Respectively an embedding 
of some space into X is said to be a fibered Z,,-embedding if its image is a fibered 
Z, -set. 
Theorem 1.3. Let n 2 0 and X be the limit space of some polyhedral inverse sequence 
Sx = {[X,1, pi+‘} all bonding maps of which are simplicial and (n + 1)-soft. Then there 
exists an (n + 1) -invertible UV”-surjection fx : Mx -f X of some compact M *+’ -mani- 
fold Mx onto X satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for each (n + 1) -dimensional compactum Z, each open cover % of Mx and each 
map h : Z + Mx there exists a fibered Z,,,, -embedding (with respect torx) g : Z + M, 
which is Q-close to h and such thatfi ‘g =f;:. h; 
(ii) there exists a subspace A, of Mx such that the restriction f;: (A, : A, + X is 
an (n + 1)-soft map and the complement M, -Ax is a uZ-ser in M,; 
(iii) ifZ is a Z,,,, -set in X, then (f”x)m’(Z) is a Z-set in Mx. 
Proof. Our strategy is as follows. We shall construct another polyhedral inverse 
sequence SM = {IKil, q:+‘} all bonding maps of which are simplicial UV”-surjections. 
Further we shall construct a family of (n + 1)-invertible simplicial UV”-surjections 
f;:IK,(+IX,I which will f orm an (n + 1)-invertible UV”-morphism from S, to Sx. 
This means that if we fix an index i and consider the naturally arising diagram 
then the characteristic map li = q:“Ax+, of the diagram is an (n + 1)-invertible 
UV”-surjection (here jT,I denotes the fibered product of IK,l and IX,+,\ with respect 
to maps f; and p:+‘; s, and r, denote the corresponding projections of this fibered 
product). Then we shall obtain the space My as the limit of S, and the map fi 
as the limit map of the morphism {J;}. 
Let K, = BG, andf, =fx,: lK,l+ IX,1 ( see Lemma 1.2). We can suppose, of course, 
that mesh( K,) ~2~’ (if not, then we consider a sufficiently fine subdivision of K, 
and denote it again by K,). Suppose now that we have already constructed finite 
simplicial complexes K,, with mesh( K,,,) < 2-“’ and simplicial UV”-surjections 
fm:IK,I+(X,I and qz-,:IK,(+IK,+,I, m c i, in such a way that the characterizing 
maps of all the naturally arising rectangular diagrams are (n + I)-invertible UV”- 
surjections. To do the inductive step consider the fibered product IT,\ of IK,I and 
IX,,, 1 with respect to maps f; and pi+’ anddenotebyr,:lT,l+IK,Iandsi:IT,I+IX,+,I 
the corresponding projections. Now consider the map ,fz,: (BT,]+ IL,/, where L, 
denotes the natural triangulation of the polyhedron 1 T,I x 12n+3 (we again use Lemma 
1.2). We put K;,, = B:, supposing at the same time that mesh( K,,,) ~2-“~ I). We 
put alsoJ;+, = s; li and q:” = r; I,, where I, = 7~~ .f’,‘, and n, : IT,[ x I’“+‘+ (T,[ denotes 
the first projection. One can easily verify that all our requirements are satisfied and 
hence the inductive step is done. 
As it was noted above we put Mx = lim SM and fb = lim{J;}. 
Since all mentioned rectangular diagrams strictly commute (because their charac- 
teristic maps-&are surjective) and all f; are UV”-maps we can conclude, using 
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[ll, Proposition 1.121, that their limit map fx : Mx + X is also a UV”-surjection. 
The standard argument (see, for example, [2]) shows that (n + I)-invertibility of all 
J; and all 1, implies (n + 1)-invertibility of fx. 
Let us verify condition (i). Fix an index m and an open cover 7&,, of (K,( such 
that qi’(Qm) refines 021 (qi: M, + lK,I and pi: X + IX,1 denote the limit projections 
of the spectra S, and Sx respectively). We shall construct maps gi : 2 + /K,I in such 
a way that the following conditions will be satisfied: 
(a) if i > m, then g, is an embedding; 
(b) q:+‘.g,+‘=g,; 
(c) J;.gi =p,..G. h; 
(d) if i> m, and (Y;: I”+’ + IK,~ is an arbitrary map, then there exists a map 
PI : 1 “+I+ IK,~ such that f;.p, =J;.cv,, q:_,.p, = qf-, .ai and Im(p,)n Im(g,) =@ 
We put g, = q; h for each is m. Now we only indicate how it is possible to 
construct the map g,+, . First of all fix some embedding u : 2 + ZZnt3 (we use the 
inequality dim 2 G R + 1). Now consider the diagonal product g,Ap,+’ *f’ * h which 
maps 2 into (T,,I. Then the diagonal product (g,Ap,+, .f;x. h)Au will be an embed- 
ding of Z into the product lLml = /T,,I x 12n+3. By Lemma 1.2, the mapf:,,,: IK,,,+,~ + 
JL,I is (n + l)-’ mve rt’ tble. Consequently, there exists an embedding g,,, : 2 + IK,,,~ 
such that&, . g,+, = k,4,+l .fx. h)Au. A simple verification shows that the condi- 
tions (b) and (c) are satisfied. Consider now any map LY,,, : In+‘+ IK,,,,,~. Since u 
is an embedding and dim 2 s n + 1 there is a point a E IZnt3 such that a E Im(u). 
Let the same letter a denote the constant map which sends the whole cube I”+’ 
into the point a. Consider the map (1; a,+,Au) : I”+’ + IL,/ and note that the image 
of I”+’ under this map does not intersect the image of Z under the composition 
f “L,,, . &I+ I . Consider now any lifting pm+, : I”+’ + IK,,,+,[ of the product (I,,,. a,+,Au). 
Again a simple verification shows that condition (d) is also satisfied. So, continuing 
this process we obtain the maps g, for each i. By (b), the diagonal product g of all 
g; maps Z into Mx. By (a), g is an embedding. By (c), the desired equality 
fx. g =fx. h also holds. The choice of an index m and the equalities q,,,. g = g, = 
q,,,. h (which are true by our construction) show that g and h are Q-close. Finally, 
let us show that Im(g) is a fibered Z,,+,-set with respect to f;(. Fix an open cover 
7f of Mx and any map CY : I”+’ + Mx. Clearly we can suppose that there exist an 
index j 2 m and an open cover “y; of IK,I such that qy’( V,) refines ‘Ir. As above we 
shall inductively construct maps /3, : I nt’ + lK,I in such a way that the following 
conditions will be satisfied: 
(e) qj+’ .P;+, = 8,; 
(f) J;‘Pi=Pi’G.a; 
(g> Im(Pj+l) n Im(gj+,) =0; 
(h) /3; = qi. cr. 
We put p, = qi’ CY for each is j (consequently the last condition is automatically 
satisfied). Let us construct the map pj+’ . By (d) (assuming there that i = j + l), we 
obtain a map pj+’ : I “+I-+ /K,+,I such that Im(Pj+,) n Im(g,+,) =0 (i.e., condition (g) 
holds), q;” . /3,+, = p, and f;,, . pi+, = p,,, .fx . a. For i 3 j + 2, we can construct maps 
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pi : I ‘+’ + IKil in a similar way as the construction of pi+, . It only remains to remark 
that if p is the diagonal product of all p,, then one can easily verify that Im(P) n 
Im(s) = 0, f”x. P =.fi. a and that p and (Y are “Ir-close. This finishes the verification 
of condition (i). 
Let us show now that Mx is an M”+’ -manifold. Since mesh(K,)+ 0 we can 
conclude (conditions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 1.2) that M, admits small maps into 
(n + l)-dimensional polyhedra. Consequently, dim Mx c n + 1. The inverse 
inequality is obvious, because, by the above verified condition (i), Mx contains a 
copy of each (n + 1)-dimensional compactum. Since Mx is, by definition, the limit 
space of the polyhedral inverse sequence S M all bonding maps of which are 
UV”-surjections we conclude that Mx is an LC”-compactum. Again by (i), it follows 
immediately that Mx satisfies the disjoint (n + I)-disk property and hence, by the 
corresponding theorem from [ 11, M, is an M ““-manifold. 
Let us verify condition (ii). By Lemma 1.2, there exists a subspace A, of lK,l 
such that the restriction f,(A, : A, + 1X,( is an (n + 1)-soft map and the complement 
I&I-A , IS a uZ,,+,-set of IK,(. It follows from our construction that the fibered 
product R, of A, and IX21 with respect to maps f, (A, and P: is a subspace of IT,~. 
Clearly the natural projections of R, onto A, and Xz coincide with the restrictions 
r, I R, and s, ) R, respectively. Since f, I A, is (n + 1)-soft we conclude, by [2, Lemma 
2.21, that s, (R, is also (n + I)-soft. Consider the set R, x Zznt3 and denote by A2 its 
inverse image under the (n + 1)-soft mapf’l, 1 AL, ( see Lemma 1.2). Then the restric- 
tion filAz: AZ+ /X,1 is (n + l)-soft. Since the bonding map of is (n + I)-soft we can 
conclude, by [2, Lemma 2.21, that the map r, is also (n + 1)-soft. Consequently, by 
Lemma 1.1, the set IT,I - R, is a PZ,,,, -set in IT,l. In this situation one can easily 
verify that, again by Lemma 1.1, the complement (Kz( - A2 is a oZ,+,-set in (K,/. 
Continuing in such a manner we obtain an inverse sequence SA = {Ai, q:+’ I A,,,} 
and an (n + 1)-soft (in the sense of [2]) morphism {A I A,} of S, to Sx. Clearly the 
limit space Ax of the spectrum S/Z is a subspace of Mx and the restriction 
7:: I A, : Ax + X which coincides with the limit map of the morphism {J; I A,} is an 
(II + I)-soft map (we use [2, Theorem 2.31). One can easily prove that the complement 
Mx -Ax is a uZ-set in M,. 
Condition (iii) is a direct consequence of condition (ii) and Lemma 1.1 (see the 
proof of Lemma 1.2). The theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 1.4. Let n 20. Then there exists an (n+ I)-invertible UV”-surjection 
f;;: M”+’ + Q of the (n + 1)-dimensional universal Menger compactum M”+’ onto the 
Hilbert cube Q satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.3. 
2. Characterizations of UV”-equivalent and (n + l)-equivalent compacta 
In this section we prove two direct corollaries of Corollary 1.4. First of all we 
give some definitions. Let us agree to say that two locally compact spaces X and 
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Y are properly UV”-equivalent if there exist two proper UV”-surjections g : Z + X 
and h : 2 + Y. Two proper maps g, h : X + Y between locally compact spaces are 
said to be properly n-homotopic if the compositions g. LY and h. (Y are properly 
homotopic in the usual sense for any proper map cy : Z + X of an arbitrary space 
Z of dimension at most n into X. Spaces X and Y are said to be properly n-homotopy 
equivalent if there are two proper maps g:X + Y and h: Y + X such that the 
compositions h. g and g* h are properly n-homotopic to the respective identity maps. 
The definitions of n-equivalence and n-shape equivalence can be found in [ll] 
and [7]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X and Y be Z-sets of the Hilbert cube Q. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X and Y are (n + 1)-equivalent; 
(ii) the complements Q -X and Q - Y are properly UV”-equivalent. 
Proof. Throughout the proof f =f;; : M”+’ + Q denotes the map from Corollary 1.4. 
(i)*(ii) By Corollary 1.4, the inverse images f-‘(X) and f-‘(Y) are Z-sets of 
the (n + I)-dimensional universal Menger compacturn M”+‘. By (i) and [ 11, Proposi- 
tion 2.4],f-‘(X) andf-‘( Y) are also (n + I)-equivalent. Consequently these inverse 
images have the same n-shape (we use (n + l)-dimensionality off-‘(X) andf-‘( Y); 
see the introduction). Then, by the main theorem from [3], the complements 
M n-t’ -f-‘(X) and M”+’ -f-‘( Y) are homeomorphic. Consequently, the comple- 
ments Q-X and Q - Y are properly UV”-equivalent (as proper UV”-images of the 
M “+I-manifold M”+’ -f_‘(X) = M”+’ -f’( Y)). 
(ii)+(i) It is easy to see that (ii) implies that the complements M”+’ -f-‘(X) 
and M”+’ -f-‘( Y) are also properly UV”-equivalent. By the triangulation theorem 
for noncompact M”+’ -manifolds [7, Theorem 91, there exist proper UV”-maps 
g: M”+’ -f-‘(X)+K and h:M”+‘-f-‘(Y)+L where K and L are (n+ 
l)-dimensional locally compact polyhedra. Clearly K and L are also properly 
UV”-equivalent. In this situation one can verify that there exist proper UV”- 
surjections p : P + K and q : P + L where P is also an (n + l)-dimensional locally 
compact polyhedron (see [ll, Remark (ii), p. 971, where the compact case was 
considered). In this case, using the well-known properties of proper UV”-maps 
between locally compact LC”-spaces, one can convince that M”+‘-f-‘(X) and P 
as well as P and M”+’ -f-‘(Y) are properly n-homotopically equivalent. Con- 
sequently there is a proper map between these complements which induces an 
isomorphism of homotopy groups of dimension <n and an isomorphism of 
homotopy groups of ends of dimension G n. Then, by Bestvina’s theorem [ 11, above 
complements are homeomorphic. By [3],_/-‘(X) andf-‘( Y) have the same n-shape 
(recall that these inverse images are Z-sets of M “+I). As noted in the introduction 
f-‘(X) and f-‘( Y) are (n + l)-equivalent. [ll, Proposition 2.41 finishes the 
proof. 0 
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Proposition 2.2. Let X and Y be LC”-compacta lying in the Hilbert cube Q as Z-sets. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X and Y are UV”-equivalent; 
(ii) X and Y are (n + 1)-equivalent; 
(iii) the complements Q -X and Q - Y are properly UV”-equivalent. 
Proof. [ll, Proposition 2.41 implies the implication (i)+(ii). The implications 
(ii)+(iii) and (iii)-(ii) are proved in Proposition 2.1. Now suppose that condition 
(ii) is true. Let f=fn+, : M”+’ + Q be a UV”-surjection constructed in [9, Theorem 
11. By our assumption and by [9, Theorem 21, f-‘(X) and f-‘(Y) are &I”+‘- 
manifolds. By (ii), we can conclude as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 that f-‘(X) 
andf-‘( Y) have the same n-shape. By [3, Corollary C], the M”+‘-manifolds_/-‘(X) 
and f-‘(Y) are homeomorphic. Consequently X and Y are UV”-equivalent. The 
proof is finished. 0 
Finally the author would like to express his sincere appreciation to the referee 
for many helpful suggestions. 
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